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What is this document about?

• Outline some of the issues that community members are discussing, calling into 

question the PAR process, and the potential decision to close one or more secondary 

schools in the city of Burlington

• Key things to take away from this document:

— The PAR process is flawed and divisive, not living up to the expectation of collaboration with 

communities or seeking out creative solutions

— Information being used in decision-making is old and inaccurate; there is also limited 

communication as to the source of data other than a vaguely outlined methodology

— The motivation to close a school in Burlington is questionable, given vague Provincial Ministry 

funding guidelines and an obvious need for capital by the HDSB to support growth in Milton

— Despite flat historical growth in enrolment numbers and relatively flat projections for future growth, 

the HDSB built Frank Hayden Secondary School, operational since 2013, which has single-

handedly created a capacity imbalance in the city of Burlington

— There is recent history of questionable judgement - building Hayden suggests that the HDSB did not 

thoroughly understand the needs of the entire community of Burlington, and have not been held 

accountable for this decision

This is a call for a renewed effort from the HDSB to critically and creatively evaluate 

options that allow Burlington to maintain ALL of its existing schools
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Program and Accommodation Review 
The process is flawed and divisive

• The PAR process is flawed and divisive; decision-making may not be in the best 
interests of stakeholders most closely affected, or the community at large

— The options currently under evaluation overlap each other, and their presentation is unnecessarily 
complex

— Financial costs have been amended during the process, with some changes swinging greater than 
300%

• The PAR committee is set up in such a way as to pit school against school in the 
evaluation of options

— There are 2 parent representatives for each secondary school, and while their efforts are 
appreciated and respected, they would naturally align themselves with their school

— Similarly, it is not unreasonable to expect that Trustees would align with their represented 
communities

• The survey currently underway to collect feedback from the broader community is 
ineffective – there is no limitation to the number of submissions an individual can 
make or from where they may reside

— No controls to limit the number of submissions per person

— No controls in place to ensure submissions are from affected stakeholders

— While the administrators of the survey assure the community that they will only use comments and 
qualitative information, there is no way to ensure the information collected is used appropriately

• The overall PAR process has even been called into question at the provincial level
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Program and Accommodation Review
Community engagement has not been effective

The open house session held on March 7 was a one-way dialogue instead of 

an opportunity for the community to engage in a collaborative discussion on 

the future of our schools

• At the onset of the open house, an HDSB staff member addressed attendees regarding 

the format of the session, remarking that he was, “surprised to see so many people 

attending” the open house

— This was either a naïve comment on the interest and commitment of the community, or a veiled 

criticism of previous attendance to other sessions – regardless of intent, the ill-advised comment 

was neither constructive nor in the spirit of collaboration

• Education Minister Mitzie Hunter, when recently dismissing the call for a moratorium 

on school closures remarked that a moratorium, “would limit locally elected school 

boards from collaborating with their communities and implementing creative solutions 

based on the needs of their students and their communities.”*

— This is not a collaborative process – it is a one-way communication channel from the HDSB to the 

community

• At the open house held on March 7, it did not appear that HDSB staff members had the 

means to capture comments from community members – no laptops, notebooks or 

recording devices 

The process is relying solely on working sessions held by the PAR committee, and a 

flawed survey to engage our community

*Source: “Progressive Conservatives call for Ontario school closure moratorium”, The Globe & Mail Online, March 7, 2017
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Our Population
Significant gaps exist between the LTAP and StatsCan population numbers

By using old data, the HDSB has understated Burlington’s current population by 4%, 

and we have already hit their estimated population target for 2026 in 2016: a full 10 

years early.
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Sources: Statistics Canada. 2017. Focus on Geography Series, 2016 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98-404-X2016001. Ottawa, Ontario

2015-2016 HDSB Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP), page 30.

2011 2016 2011 2016 2011 2016

From 2015-2016 LTAP: 

“Burlington is the second most 

populous municipality in Halton

Region, with a population of 

175,779. 

The population is projected to 

increase to 182,034 by 2026, 

according to the Region of 

Halton Best Planning 

Estimates.”  

From Statistics Canada’s 2016 

Census data:
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Our Population
Burlington continues to grow just below the Provincial average

The HDSB is planning for growth in Milton by proposing the addition of 2 public 

schools and 1 high school.  None of the 3 proposed schools have Ministry funding or 

sites acquired.  1 other high school is adding 10 classrooms and is fully funded.
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Milton is currently smaller than Burlington or 

Oakville but is clearly driving population 

growth in the Halton region. Milton’s 

secondary school utilization rate is projected 

to be 169% by 2025 if no changes are made.

2011 2016 2011 2016 2011 2016

Sources: Statistics Canada. 2017. Focus on Geography Series, 2016 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98-404-X2016001. Ottawa, Ontario

2015-2016 HDSB Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP), page 2-3.
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Planning for the Future
How does the HDSB calculate enrolment projections?  Exploring the HDSB black box

• The long range planning methodology used by HDSB is based on 3 types of 

information, outlined in their documentation, but details are rarely shared:

1) Existing School Communities

• Base enrolment – actual data based on enrolments in a given year as of October 31

• Progression rules – a percentage that shows the tendency of students to move from program to program, and 

school to school

• Progression factor – a factor that determines an increase or decrease in the movement from grade to grade 

within a school or program.  Normal progression is considered, “1.0”.  This could be an indication of attrition in 

a given program (e.g., French Immersion)

2) New Growth from Development

• Development plans – provided by the municipalities to the HDSB, these outline new residential developments 

based on draft and secondary plans that are submitted by builders

• Development phasing – an evaluation by the HDSB (in consultation with developers and municipalities) as to 

the timing of when developments will be built

• Student yield curves – historically developed curves (by HDSB) that predict the “yield” from new and mature 

communities, and would also factor in density (e.g., single homes vs. apartments)

3) Junior Kindergarten Projections

• Utilizing birth data provided by the Region of Halton

This convoluted approach, while likely valid, is generally unapproachable and can 

open up much debate.  Our community experiences would also call into question 

whether this approach is outweighing common sense in some existing decisions.

Source: 2015-2016 HDSB Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP)
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Planning for the Future
Frank Hayden SS was built despite flat historical enrolment and minimal projected growth

Without Hayden, our on-the-ground (OTG) capacity would have been 6,081 today, which would 

mean utilization of 89% in Burlington vs. current situation of 74% utilization

Source: 2015-2016 HDSB Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP)
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Planning for the Future
Burlington high schools are projected to have 3 of 7 under-utilized, 1 over-utilized

Outside of Milton, 

Hayden continues to be 

a worrying outlier; we 

need a clear 

understanding of why a 

brand new school is 

suffering such high 

over-utilization while 

neighbouring schools 

go under-utilized.

Source: 2015-2016 HDSB Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP), pg.7

Map of High School Locations

(for location reference only)
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Recap

• The PAR process is flawed and divisive, not engaging the community in a 

collaborative way

• Based on actual data from the 2016 Statistics Canada Census, the population 

is growing faster than the estimates currently being used by the HDSB in 

their long term accommodation plan (LTAP) and their program and 

accommodation review (PAR)

— Their estimates are understated by 4%, and we’ve already eclipsed their projections for 

the population in 2026

• Milton is growing; it is the 2nd fastest growing community in Ontario, and it 

will soon be facing capacity issues in its schools

— There are 4 capital projects (1 underway, 3 awaiting approval) for Milton; funding will 

be required and could be considered a driver of school closures in other regions

• Despite historically flat enrolment and minimal projected growth, Hayden 

Secondary School was introduced in 2013 and has created a capacity 

imbalance between the north and south of Burlington

— It is the only high school in Burlington that is over-utilized, and not coincidentally, has 

the highest number of feeder schools
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Moving Forward

• The question we should all be asking is:

If the city of Burlington utilization is 75%, yet one high school is 

significantly over-utilized while many of the others are under-utilized, 

why can’t we figure out a way to re-distribute pupils to drive better 

efficiency and effectiveness in delivering education?

• The answer lies in a more thorough evaluation of catchment boundaries and feeder 

schools – currently referred to as “OPTION 7B”

If planners cannot articulate a reasonable solution in this way, we 

should be demanding answers as to what assumptions were made 

when Hayden was built, and holding those decision-makers 

accountable for creating our current situation
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Unpacking the Path to High School
Feeder Schools – Who Goes Where?  (English)

Source: 2015-2016 HDSB Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP)

Notes:

1) Pineland PS undergoing phased single-track FI implementation. English students currently at Pineland will remain at the school until graduation. Full 

single-track FI implementation to be complete 2020-2021.

2) Portion of the Kilbride PS catchment goes to Milton District HS

Hayden clearly has the greatest number of feeder schools, and is the only secondary school 

currently in Burlington that is over capacity
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Unpacking the Path to High School 
Feeder Schools – Who Goes Where?  (French Immersion)

Source: 2015-2016 HDSB Long Term Accommodation Plan (LTAP)

Again, Hayden clearly has the greatest number of feeder schools, and is the only secondary school 

currently in Burlington that is over capacity
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Moving Forward
An option that meets the needs of all of Burlington – concentrate on revising Option #7

• We know that Hayden will not (and should not) be 

closed; it will continue to grow in enrolment as 

communities surrounding it grow

• However, there should be consideration for 

redirection of feeder schools, particularly those 

south of Highway #5, to under-utilized schools in 

the system

— This could include ERA 107 (Beaudoin, Meares), 

and/or ERA 108 (JW Boitch, Orchard Park, & 

Alexander’s – who already have a large number of 

graduates that elect to NOT go to Hayden) 

• As well, a large part of the population at Hayden 

are bussed in – consider redirecting those pupils 

first

• This analysis does not even begin to take into 

consideration the financial implications of 

increased bussing that come with many of the 

other documented options



Hayden SS

Focus efforts on creative solutions that keep our schools open and our community vibrant
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Moving Forward
Closing any schools in Burlington is not in line with city strategy

• The City of Burlington has a documented strategic plan, with 2 of the 4 Strategic 

Directions negatively impacted by the PAR

Source: Burlington’s Strategic Plan, 2015-2040, 

https://www.burlington.ca/en/services-for-you/resources/Ongoing_City_Projects/Strategic_Plan/16-255-CM-Strategic-Plan-April-2016-

Web.pdf

• Options that include 

increases in students 

bussed directly 

contradicts the notion 

of walkability

• Closing functioning 

schools does not 

attract youth, families 

or newcomers

Let’s remember what our long term vision is for the City of Burlington, and that 

schools are a key enabler of this strategy
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Moving Forward
Under-utilization should not be traded for over-utilization

• Based on the proposed options, it 

appears that over-utilization is an 

acceptable consequence

• Over-utilization of schools can be just 

as costly as under-utilization, and 

negatively impacts the quality of 

services offered

— As portables increase on property, other 

services do not increase (e.g., gyms, 

cafeterias, washrooms)

Option # of

Secondary 

Schools in 

Burlington

# of SS 

below 

65% 

utilization

# of SS 

over 

100% 

utilization

Status Quo 7 4 1

3C – close 

Nelson
6 0 3

4B – close

Bateman
6 1 3

7B – no 

closures
7 2 2

19B – close 

Central & 

Pearson

5 0 3

23D – close 

Bateman & 

Pearson

5 0 3

28C – close 

Central & 

Pearson

5 0 3

None of the options currently under evaluation that involve the closure of schools drive 

efficiency in delivering educational services in Burlington

We should not be considering 

options that create more over-

utilization in our schools; this is not 

in the best interest of our students

Source: Burlington PAR Options, available at: www.hdsb.ca
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THANK YOU

A Deeper Dive into the Burlington Secondary School Program 

and Accommodation Review (PAR)


